DESIGNER
ALUMINIUM DECKING
& STEPS

ABL ARCHITECTURAL
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CONSTELLIUM, (FORMERLY ALCAN)

On stock: blank as extruded
Larger quantities: also anodized

R 11 / R 12

R 10

On stock: naturally anodized, slots with breakthroughs
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGNER
Larger
quantities: also blank or without breakthroughs

Larger quantities only; not on stock
PLANKS
Blank
as extruded or anodized

PLANKS
R 13

Designed for
public areas, the
appeal of these
planks is in their
attractive
appearance and
offer of safe
walking.

Larger quantities only; not on stock
Blank or anodized, with or without breakthroughs
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On stock: naturally anodized, slot

On stock: blank as extruded
Larger quantities: also blank or wi
Larger quantities: also anodized

R 10

R 13

On stock:
blank as extruded
GRATING
PLANKS
Larger quantities: also
anodized
Larger
quantities only; not on stoc

Blank or anodized, with or without

These planks
R
11
/ R 12 punched
Predominantly
combine
Please
ask for brochure at: Constellium Singen GmbH, Alusingen-Platz
1, 78224 Singen / Germany, phone: +49 7731
unpunched
and embossed
planks used for
techniques to
both building and
ensure safe
transport
walking in all
applications. Can
directions,
be either finned or
excellent water
cross-grooved to
drainage and easy
maximise anticleaning.
skid properties.
Larger quantities only; not on stock
Blank as extruded or anodized
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Please ask for brochure at: Constellium Singen GmbH, Alusingen-Platz

Riverbank House, London

Features and Benefits
Designer Aluminium
Decking

FEATURE
Made from 100% Anodised
Aluminium

BENEFIT
• 100% recyclable- using Aluminium significantly
contributes to environmental sustainability.
•Economical- the cash value of scrap metal does not
diminish over time.
•Modern and aesthetically pleasing appearance.

Ridges or drainage holes are
machined into the Aluminium
decking

• Ensures a non-slip surface. This means the decking
is well-suited to public areas, areas of high pedestrian
traffic and structures with tight health and safety
restrictions.
•Drainage holes ensure very little surface water. The
rapid drainage aids the longevity of the metal.
•The ridges/slots are very small (max. 3.5-8mm) thus
walking in high heels/urban footwear is safe and easy.

Aluminium is an extremely
durable metal.

•Aluminium oxide is the second hardest compound on
the Mohs scale of mineral hardness falling short only of
Diamond. This makes it ideal for structures which need
to be able to withstand large amounts of weight.
•Extremely resistant to scratches and abrasion thus the
decking retains appearance over time.
•This resistance to age and wear means the decking is
both low maintenance and economic since it does not
need replacing.
•The decking further saves ongoing cost due to its lack
of requirement for surface protection or maintenance
as an alternative material such as hardwood might.

Despite its outstanding
durability, Aluminium is both a
soft and light metal.

•Easy to transport to site.
•Can be easily cut to length on site with a saw. Thus
there is no need to specify exact dimensions prior to
installation.

Previous Projects
& Architects
Project

Architect

Royal Victoria Dock Bridge

Lifeshutz Davidson

Millenium Dome Transformer Platforms

Richard Rogers Partnership

Chiswick Park Phases 1 & 2

Richard Rogers Partnership

Chelsea Football Stadium

Richard Rogers Partnership

Liffey Pedestrian Bridge, Dublin

Howley Harrington Architects

Millenium Bridge, London

Foster & Partners

Lloyds Register of Shipping

John Sisk Architects

Lords Cricket Ground

David Morley Architects

Salvage Wharf
(Mailbox Birmingham)

Associated Architects

Riverbank House

EPR Architects Ltd / David Walker
Architects

Century House, London

Assael Architects

Century Buildings, St Marys Parsonage,
Manchester

Asseal Architects
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